HIPAA COMPLIANCE:

Safeguard Your
Patients AND
Your Practice.
Prevent Patient Data Breaches
And Avoid Costly HIPAA Fines
Your practice is at risk of being hit by huge
Federal fines unless you follow the stringent rules
required to protect your patients’ private health
information. The Federal government is cracking
down on all medical and health related operations
like yours, and issuing million dollar-plus fines for
violations of the HIPPA Security Rule.
The law requires that you bring in a professional
to conduct an annual Risk Analysis to identify
issues in your computer network – and your
procedures -- that could compromise the integrity
of electronic patient health information (ePHI). The
law also requires you to retain a Management Plan
and Evidence of Compliance to document the
remediation of discovered issues in the event of an
audit.

Failure to perform a comprehensive, thorough
Risk Analysis – and then to apply the results of that
analysis -- is where organizations suffer most audit
failures, according to Leon Rodriguez, the former
Director responsible for enforcing HIPAA.
You can’t do it yourself. Managing your HIPAA
compliance and maintaining levels of security
mandated by the federal government is a tedious,
time-consuming effort, and one that requires
specialized IT expertise. One wrong step could
mean expensive fines, increased insurance
premiums, and damage to your reputation. Even if
you have a plan in place today, maintaining
compliance on an on-going basis is tricky business
when it comes to technology related safeguards
mandated by HIPAA.
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WHAT CAN YOU DO?

We use a series of computer-generated
worksheets that are automatically cross-correlated
with the data collected by our data collectors to
ensure there are no anomalies. We will also run

local HIPAA scanners on each PC in your office to
collect even more HIPAA required data. All of the
information gathered is then analyzed by our
specialists and organized into a set of official
HIPAA Compliance reports and documents that we

certify and provide to you as part of our service
offering.

ISSUE REMEDIATION
Preparing all of the documents is the first and most

important step in avoiding big fines for “willful
neglect” of the law. But, in order to provide the

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS

protection you need from a potential data breach
and bigger HIPAA fines, we will review, prioritize
and fix any issues deemed to be potential HIPAA

violations.

ONGOING ISSUE DETECTION
As part of our comprehensive HIPAA service, we
will provide you a monthly Risk Profile to ensure

your compliance tomorrow as well as today.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Don’t wait until you get audited. By then it will be too late. HIPAA compliance is the law. Contact us
today at (317-974-1009) or by email at (robert@currandata.com) to get all your questions answered
quickly and professionally.
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